Caregivers, You Are the Driving Force

Make traveling with your loved one safer and easier with vehicle mobility solutions

by BraunAbility (Paid Content)

BraunAbility Engineers Mobility Solutions For You

As a family caregiver, improving the quality of life for your loved one and keeping them safe are your top goals. That’s why you are the driving force who makes a difference in their every day. Have you ever worried about your loved one falling when they get in and out of a vehicle? Do you have a safe way to transport them to doctor’s appointments and family events? If your loved one is wheelchair or has limited mobility, there are safety and mobility improvements you have likely done at home. However, you can easily and affordably make improvements to your vehicle too! A fully accessible vehicle or a mobility package that’s added to your existing vehicle can make all the difference in both of your lives.

3 Ways Wheelchair Vehicles and Mobility Solutions

1. Improved Safety

You know firsthand, loss of independence has both physical and emotional consequences. Having a vehicle that is fully equipped to meet your loved one’s needs is a process. A mobility solution like a vehicle transfer seat helps those who struggle to safely get in and out of a vehicle. The transfer seat is also ideal for wheelchair users who prefer to drive or ride in the vehicle seat. The rotating seat因而 makes entering and exiting the vehicle easy and allows use and can be installed in 200+ types of GM, Toyota, and various Ford, Chrysler, and some other models — the days of tugging and stretching are gone. The easy-to-use, accessible vehicle’s transfer seat is designed for maximum safety and comfort, and it gives everyone peace of mind.

2. More Independence

Every wheelchair user and caregiver deserves a choice when it comes to mobility solutions that enable more independence. BraunAbility makes this possible with a range of wheelchair vehicles from automakers you trust. Options include side-entry or near-entry wheelchair vehicles with inflatable or foldable wheelchair ramps and even accessible vehicles! There are even options to add a new conversion on a pre-owned minivan to make it accessible for wheelchair users. Mobility solutions like a wheelchair lift — which places the occupant to the vehicle’s way off the ground or in the back seat — can be added to both new or used cars. Regardless of the option you choose, BraunAbility makes it easy to find a vehicle that suits your needs.

3. Cost-Effective Choices

You can’t predict knowing there are transportation options out there that won’t break the bank. From reasonable leasing plans to certified pre-owned vehicles, you can afford to find vehicle mobility solutions that will meet your needs today and be ready for tomorrow. Looking for an accessible vehicle for a day, week, or even longer? Long-term and short-term rentals are also possible. The BraunAbility Finance team will work with you to find the best mobility solution without compromising quality. No matter which plan you choose, you can be sure you have made the right choice for your home, budget, and time frame. Select dealer partners even offer online shopping. You have the ability to choose what works best for you.

Click here to take a quiz to determine the BraunAbility mobility solution that is the right fit for you.